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CLUB NEWS 	

		

President's Message 
  
We are down to the wire now and hopefully we have gotten most things covered for the Annual 
Show and Sale.  Please remember to get your entry cards filled out and be ready to enter your 
plants or other entries on Friday the 17th.  Entry cards can be found on the web site if needed or 
Joyce can probably send you one by email.   
  
Jobs have been assigned and I have been working on getting the promised T-shirts ready for the 
Show & Sale.  I will be contacting volunteer members for sizes & color and should have them on 
Friday for pick-up.  Remember, if you volunteered BEFORE the weekend event, your shirt is 
FREE!  Others will need to pay for 1/2 the cost which I think will be around $7-8.   I'll try for some 
'extras' in case they are desired or someone wants a different color or size than what was ordered. 
  
Jim is planning on our gourmet sandwiches again this year & Shirley Cox is helping him with 
arranging for 'sides' & paper goods.  Shirley is also getting breakfast goodies for Saturday morning 
for the Judges and helpers.  We will need a 'helper' there to put food & drink out before the 
Judging gets started.  Shirley may be contacting you for a donation for lunch but if she misses you, 
items such as chips, deserts, salads, etc. will go well with the sandwiches. 
  
Joyce is working on getting two Judges and we should have at least 3 'clerks' available to help the 
Judges.  This is a good opportunity to learn more about the judging process. 
  
I'm working on advertising with the Daily Oklahoman -- I'm not sure I am going to have time to 
check into other advertising so if another member finds a good deal on advertising and would like 
to get all the details to Joyce and I, we will consider all such requests. 
  
Most of us have done the Show & Sale 'thing' and are pretty attuned to what is needed but if you 
have any questions, don't hesitate to contact either Joyce or me.    I'm doing my best to take care 
of the most important things, but I'm still seeing the Wound Care Dr 2x a week for wound skin 
grafting on the shin of the left leg & trying to take care of a broken foot without any external support 
since the grafting inhibits any such external cast/boot at this time.  The  Galbraiths will be out of 
state this year and I'll be mostly in my wheelchair, so all extra hands will be greatly appreciated! 
 
See you Friday the 17th for check-in and during the weekend!! 
 
Niki 
 ! -------------------------------------------------------- 

Our annual Show&Sale:    FRIDAY SETUP - June 17th, 2016 (11:00am - 6:00pm).  Table 
set up begins at 9 am - Only those volunteers helping set up tables should arrive  by 9 am. - Talk 
with Robert if you are planning to help with the table set up. 
 
If you come on Friday and are donating an item for the raffle please bring it with you.  
 
Rosario 
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 Meeting called to order @ 7:09pm with 14 members present. 
  
Treasurer report:        Club balance $9,989.41   33 paid members. 
  
    Niki went over the volunteer/manager list for the Show/Sale:   
    People's Choice:            Gayle 
    Raffle:                             Mike 
    Handouts:                       Fred 
    Food:                              Jim H./ Carol 
    Drinks/Ice:                      Mike & Rosario 
    Educational displays:     Joyce 
    Joyce's Asst:                  Mark 
    Social Media:                 Mark 
    Registration:                  Peggy H./Helen 
  
Joyce presented the new entry forms for Judged Plants.  There are now two colors of entry forms:  
White - advanced; & green - novice.  The Advanced and Novice show plants will be displayed/
judged separately.  Joyce indicated that we would 1-2 tables for Displays, 1 table for the potter 
who is bringing pottery to sell, & 1 table for re-potting station. 
  
Niki is currently checking on placing an ad in the Daily Oklahoman for the Show/Sale. 
Fred Hill will be placing signs at the Myriad Botanical Gardens and at Sam Noble. 
  
Saturday June 4th, any and all members are invited to help bag soil/gravel for the show/sale at 
Joyce's house.  We will gather between 9am & 10am.  Any assistance would be greatly 
appreciated!         Meeting ended approximately 8:15pm. 
  
Robert & Sara manned the COCSS Table at the Festival in the Park on Saturday, May 21st.  
Once again, our table was indoors, which meant fewer people passing by, but we still managed to 
distribute between 30 & 40 flyers/card about the Show/Sale. 
 ! -------------------------------------------------------- 

Many of our cacti have 
been flowering this 
Spring.  This is a close 
up of a Coryphantha sp.  
The plant was in the 
greenhouse. 
 
Photo by Mike Douglas 
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2016 CACTUS AND SUCCULENT HAPPENINGS IN THE 
REGION  by Joyce Hochtritt 

  
  

June 9 - 10 –12    The 15th Biennial Mid-States Cactus and Succulent Conference,   
           hosted by the Colorado Cactus and Succulent Society, Denver, CO. 

 
June 18 – 19   Central Oklahoma Cactus and Succulent Society’s Annual  

            Show & Sale, WRGC 
 
July 21     Central Oklahoma Cactus & Succulent Society monthly meeting at 7 pm.  
 
Program:      "Dish Garden Workshop"   
 
August 18     Central Oklahoma Cactus&Succulent Society monthly meeting at 7 pm 
 
Program     Member Greenhouse/Yard Tour   

     7:00pm Tony & Niki Furrh 722-1718 
 
September 15th -   Annual Picnic and Member Greenhouse Tour & Sales Joyce  

             737-1831 
 

     Will set up in the garage - bring a plant or two needing to be repotted perhaps  
     from the Show & Sale? Sales available in greenhouse, Mexican buffet! 

 
 
 
 

! -------------------------------------------------------- 
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Article of the month   

Here is an article about  potting your plants written by Elton Roberts.  Thanks to member Joyce 
Hochtritt for sending me the article.  
 
  Up pot or repot a plant 
  
I have been asked time and again over the years why they can buy a plant and when they go to 
repot it there is soil with no roots in it but there is a small square or round ball of soil with roots in it. 
This root ball is usually quite small, mostly 5 cm square and about the same depth. The seller of 
the plants had gone to wholesale nurseries and bought his selling stock. The nursery will grow 
plants from seed or they buy small plants that nicely go in the 5 cm pots. We call the pots 2-inch 
pots for that is what they are sold as. They are 2 inch by 2-inch square and 2 1/8 inches deep. 
Some people call the pots 'thumb pots'. There are also some smaller pots that are called 
thumb pots also. I have never seen a wholesale nursery use any pots smaller than the 2 inch pots. 
  
I have seen many times where a seller goes to the wholesaler and buys trays of plants in 2-inch 
pots. Not wanting to sell plants in the small pots they will up pot the plants into 3.5 or 4-inch pots. 
The easiest way to up pot them is just to pop the plants out of the small 
pot and stick them in the larger pot and pack some soil around that root ball. Many years ago I 
worked at a cactus and succulent nursery and I was told several times by the owner that the girl 
they had there before me was much faster in potting plants than I was. I knew why, as I found a lot 
of plants that had been in the 2 inch pots and all she did was pop the plants out of the pot and 
jammed it in the larger pot. Around that root ball the new soil was packed and the plant top-dressed 
and put out on the sale tables. I know that some of these plants had been up potted about five 
years before I found them. 
 
After I found plants that were not growing very well if any at all and I repotted them they would 
commence into growing. Then the plants would need to be up potted again and the owner did not 
like that because the plants took up too much room. One or two plants did not make much 
difference but when I repotted a couple hundred plants and they then needed up potting again they 
did take up a lot more space. 
  
I have seen at shows where people will take a plant they want for a show plant and they will pot it 
into a show pot. The show pots are usually ceramic pots. The person will find a pot they like and in 
goes the plant as it came out of the pot it was in. They get it all pretty looking and it looks good in 
its new pot. On the way to the show the soil either settles some or there is some bouncing on the 
roads for the root ball shows up as it was. At a recent show there were several plants that had not 
been taken care of correctly when potted in the show pot. The root ball was showing about as 
much as 1 cm or 3/8 of an inch above the new soil and topdressing. It was easy to see that the 
person just popped the plant out of the pot it was in and stuffed it into the new pot and added soil 
so the plant was settled and looking good. I am guessing as to what happened; on the trip to the 
show venue the vibration and the bouncing of the pot settled the new soil leaving the top of  
the root ball showing. 
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Definitions: 
  
Repot    To remove a plant from its pot and 
remove a lot of the soil 
and pot it back in the same pot with new soil.   
  
Up pot    Remove a plant from the pot it is in 
and pot it into a larger pot. 

Photo 1 is a plant that I say needs to be up 
potted. It could live for a while longer in the 
present pot; but for its growing and being 
healthy I want to give it a new pot. I dumped the 
topdressing off from around the plant and 
popped the plant out of the pot.  Photo 2 is the 
root ball right out of the pot and photo 3 is the 
bottom of the root ball. In photo 4 I have taken 
the tool in photo 7 and I have beveled 
the top of the root ball at about a 45 degree 
angle. What that does is to remove the top layer 
of old soil and also bevels the edge of the 
root ball so if it is potted as it is it will not show 
above the new soil. Most plants will not grow 
roots into the new soil unless the soil is the 
same as what it has been growing in. 
 
Photo 5 shows the side of the root ball after I 
have scuffed up the root area. Photo 6 
shows the bottom of the root ball where I have 
also loosened the soil and have moved some 
roots out of the soil ball. 
  

1 

2 

3 

4 
5
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Photo 7 is the tool I use most of the time when 
working at repotting or up potting my plants. 
That is an old three sided file. It was used for 
sharpening saw blades or for filing narrow V 
notches in metal. I have used the file for many 
years as can be seen by the rounded end. I use 
that end to bevel the soil or for a scraper to scuff 
the root ball. The pointed end I use for scuffing 
the root ball sides and bottom along with 
removing the top dressing around the plant. It 
has had a lot of use as can be seen by its 
rounded end and it is quite a bit shorter than 
when I started using it 30 years ago. I like using 
this tool for it is not sharp and so it does not cut 
the roots. Photo 8 is the plant in a larger pot. I pot 

the plants about 1 to 1.5cm higher than 
what I think looks good. The reason for 
that is that the new soil will settle and so 
will the plant. I tap the side of the pot while 
holding on to the plant to help settle the 
soil in the roots and also into the pot.  Do 
not pack it hard!! If I did not hold on to the 
plant it would settle with the soil and be 
potted too deep. Once I have the soil 
settled I top it off with the top dressing. 
 
A word about topdressing; I do not like 
sand; fine or coarse, for it will keep the soil 
from breathing and also drying out after 
watering. 
 
I have been horrified to buy plants and to 
find the pot half full of topdressing. I have 
also found pots that had at least an inch 
[2.5 cm] of aquarium gravel used for 
topdressing. For my likes aquarium gravel 
is a bit too small for topdressing. I like top 
dressing in the size of about 7 to about 10 
mm [about 5/16 to 3/8 inch].  

7 

6 

8 
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Top dressing is just that and not something to hold the 
plants still or to keep them from falling around in the 
pot. It does not need to be any more than a single layer 
thick. That will keep the water from blowing the soil out 
of the pots. If you blow the soil out anyway then you 
need to turn down the pressure you are using. If you 
water with a pour can and still blow the soil out of the 
pot then you need to be more careful. Some people 
use several layers to an inch or more to hold the 
perlite.  
 
  From floating to the top of the soil. If that is you maybe you need to get rid of the perlite. If you 
have to use several layers of topdressing to make your plants look good for a show try and 
remember to remove some of it after you get the plant home. 
  
 ! -------------------------------------------------------- 

On our recent trip to Arizona we were able 
to see many Saguaros flowering in Saguaro 
National Park near Tucson.  The flowers (a) 
are visited by bees and other insects and 
also by bats at night.  The fruits (b) are a 
deep red inside and a myriad birds were 
feasting on the fruits and seeds.  Of course 
the Tohono O’odham native people have 
been eating the fruits for centuries. 
 
Photos by Mike Douglas 

a b 
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   SUCCULENT PLANTS     by  Rosario Douglas	
			

The genus Didierea 

The Didiereaceae are sometimes called “the 
cactus of the Old World” due to their superficial 
resemblance to the  American (New World) 
Cactus family. The plants are primarily restricted 
to the dry parts of Madagascar (South and 
Southwest areas).  All the plants in the 
Didieraceae form an important part of the so- 
called spiny forests of the arid regions of 
Madagascar.    
 
  

The genus Didierea belongs to the family 
Didiereaceae found only in Madagascar.  
Didierea is one of the 4 genera in the family 
Didiereaceae, which has a total of 11 species.  
There are two species in the genus Didierea:  
Didierea madagascariensis, also known as the 
octopus tree and Didierea trollii.  Both species 
are drought deciduous, meaning that they 
loose their leaves in the dry season.   
 
Although not related, D. madagascariensis and 
D. trolli resemble our American species of 
Ocotillos.  Besides a similar appearance, both 
Ocotillos and plants in the genus Didierea have 
spines or thorns and they  both share the 
deciduous habit.  
 

a 

b 

c 
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Didierea madagascariensis can reach 
heights of up to 30+ feet while D. 
trollii is primarily a low bush reaching 
heights of up to 6 feet.   Both species 
have relatively thin, but strong, spines 
on their stems.  
 
Flowers tend to be small and only 
open once during sunny days.  Fruits 
are small and are wind-dispersed. 
  
Information Sources:  Wikipedia and  
Succulent and Xerophytic Plants of 
Madagascar.  Volume 1 by Werner 
Rauh.  Strawberry Press, 1995.  
 

f 

a   Didierea madagascariensis.  Note the  
     green leaves. 
 
b. Didierea madagascariensis with myself  
    for scale.  Note these ones did not yet 
    have leaves yet. 
 
c. Didierea madagascariensis.  A closer  
    view of the stem.  Note the small flowers. 
 
d. The spiny forest before plants leaf out.      
    Didierea madagascariensis is in the     
    background (and foreground right).   
 
e.  A close up of the stem of Didierea 

madagascariensis.  Note the green 
leaves. 

 
f-  Didierea trollii (from the web) 
 

Photos a-e by Michael Douglas taken in 
Madagascar. 
 
Didierea trollii (f)  taken from the web. 
 

d 

e 
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It is interesting to note the variety of growth habits of cacti and succulents.   They are distinct  
enough that different names are used to distinguish them.  Can you recognize some of these in  
your plants?.   Illustration taken from Cactacea by W. Taylor Marshal and Thor Methven Bock, 1941 

The Botanical Corner 


